SpaceVac LITE
Domestic / Commercial Cleaning System
The SpaceVac LITE cleaning system, is a lightweight, smaller version of our award winning high-level cleaning system - specifically designed for domestic and light commercial premises.

While cleaners and maintenance teams might vacuum floors and stairways as part of their regular weekly cleans, anything above eye level is often left uncleaned.

These areas however are often a crucial part of building maintenance. With SpaceVac LITE you can easily:

- Reduce fire risk by removing dust from lights and cable trays thus preventing dust layer ignition and light fittings from overheating.

- Keep premises secure, by removing any debris obscuring CCTV and motion detector devices.

- Improve the health of occupants by removing the dust from vents that is disturbed and circulated when air conditioners are in use. Research has shown that removing this dust regularly can help to minimise respiratory complaints such as asthma.

- Keep pipework, ducting, vents and other high-level areas clear and clean ensuring premises look great all year round!

Made of durable lightweight materials, SpaceVac LITE also features our unique Safety Locking Mechanism to offer total operator safety during use.

**What’s Included:**

The SpaceVac LITE system comes equipped with everything you need to add SpaceVac’s high-level cleaning to your existing vacuum cleaner:

Each system comes with:

- 3 x 1.25m Carbon fibre composite Cleaning Poles
- 2 x Specialist Cleaning Brushes
- 1 x Carbon fibre Cleaning Head
- 1 x Specialist Hose Adaptor
- 1x Storage / Carry Bag

Additional tools, heads and even vacuum cleaners are also available on request.

Please contact us to discuss your requirements today!

---

**Put SpaceVac LITE to the Test:**

Book a demo on your premises and see for yourself the difference a SpaceVac LITE can make!